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CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE
Paper - I (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL PAPER (For the Academic Year 2021-22 only)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii) 
1. Write the chemical composition of cement?


2. What are the various laboratory tests to be conducted on cement?


3. What are the sources of natural sand?


4. Write any four functions of Sand.


5. Write any four important uses of mortar.


6. Define Cement Concrete.


7. What are the uses of aluminium?


8. Define the term “Foundation”


9. List the types of shallow foundation.


10. Write the advantages of RCC Lintels.


11. What are the various types of pitched roofs.?
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12. Mention any two types of half –turn stairs.


13. Define the following:

a) Landing b) Rise


 

14. Mention the objects of paintings.


15. Define damp proofing.


SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Write types of aggregates and explain them.


17. Explain the characteristics of bricks.


18. Explain the field tests of Bricks.


19. Explain the field tests of cement?


20. Explain slump cone test of concrete


21. Draw a neat sketch of Raft foundation and explain it.


22. Write the characteristics of an english bond.


23. Write briefly the procedure of construction of cement concrete flooring


24. Draw a neat sketch of a king post truss and mention any six parts.


25. Write the classification of roofs and explain any one.


__________


